
Vocabulary iLit: Unit 2.1-2.7 
 

1. canine - the dog family of animals 
ex:   A wolf is considered a canine. 

 

   2.   nudge- gently push something or someone 

ex: I felt a nudge from Shadow on the my leg. 
 

   3.  computer- an electronic machine 

ex:  I played a game on the computer. 
 

   4.  clarinet- a musical instrument 
 ex:  Saint played a clarinet on the street to earn money. 
 

   5. technical- about a mechanical, industrial or applied science 

ex: One technical school trains engineers and chemists. 
 

   6. proclaimed - saying or announcing something that you are proud of 
ex: “I got an A on my math test!” proclaimed Jim. 

 

   7. assume- to take for granted without proof 
ex: People assume the bus would be on time. 

 

   8. transfer - change or move from one place to another 

ex: I transfer my books to my backpack from my locker. 
 

   9. summoned - an official order to appear somewhere 

ex: The king summoned the baker to the palace to prepare a feast. 
 

10.  annual - coming once a year 

 ex: The annual family reunion was a lot of fun. 
 

11. convinced -  made a person feel sure, persuaded by argument 
 ex: The layer convinced the jury the man was not guilty. 
 

12. theme - topic or subject 
 ex: The theme for her bedroom was horses. 
 

13. snarled - growled 

 ex: The bear snarled at the hunter. 
 



14. abruptly - suddenly stop 

 ex: He heard the baby cry and abruptly ran to the child. 
 

15. stowed  - to pack or store something 

 ex: Kelly stowed her candy bar in her backpack. 
 

16. match - person or thing equal to another or very similar 

 ex:  These socks match her pants. 
 

17. predict  - to tell beforehand what may happen 

 ex: Looking at the gray clouds, I predict it will rain soon. 
 

 

 

 

 


